
Denise Granger Kerbs 
Beginning Pan Pastel Workshop 

at

Highland Art Center 

Saturday & Sunday 
May 18 &19th 
9 AM - 4 PM 

Greetings!


	 I am so excited that you are joining me in what has become one of my 
biggest passions - Pan Pastels. Pan Pastels have such amazing attributes and 
believe it or not - an image can be rendered fairly quickly! I look forward to 
showing you my techniques for blending; creating soft effect and beautiful 
transitions, bold strokes of color, layering of color on top of color, effect of 
transparent color and more! This workshop will be great for the beginner and the 
intermediate artist.


	 My goal is for you to explore this medium without having to buy any 
supplies except a drawing board. If you do have your own Pans, bring them! 
And I can send you the list of colors we will be using. BUT, for those who don’t 
have Pans, I have enough, and I’ll supply the Pastelmat paper we will work on as 
well. I have some pastel pencils for use, if you have any, bring them!  Please 
review the supply list I’ve attached for more info. 



	 In this class you will learn the 
difference between regular stick pastels 
and Pans and then create a portrait of 
this beautiful Kestrel Hawk. I am so 
excited to teach this process to you, as 
my students and I have fallen in love 
with Pan Pastels!  


I can’t wait to work with you, and teach 
you my passion, thank you for signing 
up.


 - Sincerely,

	 Denise




Pan Pastels Workshop 
Materials List 

1. Pan Pastels by Colorfin/Golden -

• if you have the full set - Great!

• If you have some, PLEASE text me to inquire the colors we are using. 

• **If NOT, I have enough for probably everyone.


2. Soft Tools by Colorfin/Golden - these are Micropore sponges 

• 4 Knives & Tips: Round, Flat, Oval, Point 

•  4 Bars: Round, Flat, Wedge, and Point.

•  4 Large: Big Oval, Angle Slice Flat, Angle Slice Round, Round

• 2 Applicators: long handle and short (like for eye shadow).


	 	 	 **Denise will supply these but if you have them, feel free to bring


3. Pastelmat by Clairfontaine - a premium card surface (360gsm / 170lb).  
	 -Supplied for you


4.  Pastel Sticks - *Optional to bring if you have them


5.  Pastel Pencils - **Please bring what you have. 

	 	 Denise will supply some, but does not have enough for everyone.


6.  Drawing board - ** Required- preferably 24” or larger 

7.  Electric eraser - *Optional and highly recommended!

	 	 Suggested brand: Afmat Electric (Chargeable like you phone).  

8.  Graphite Pencil - “F” 

9.  Sharpener - sharp blade required! 


	 	 	 * RED = Required to bring for class  

If you have any questions, please text Denise, at 530-524-7765 

If you want to see Denise’s art, visit Instagram: @dgkfineart  

   


